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REASONS FOR DECISION 
 
[1] On 17 September 2009, the Health Services Union of Australia, Tasmania No.1 Branch 
(HSU1) and the Community and Public Sector Union (State Public Services Federation 
Tasmania) Inc. (CPSU) (the applicants) applied to the President, pursuant to Section 29(1) 
of the Industrial Relations Act 1984, (the Act) for a hearing before a Commissioner in 
respect of an industrial dispute with the Minister administering the State Service Act 2000 
(MASSA) (the respondent) arising out of the translation process adopted as a result of 
structural changes to the public service classification, specifically with respect to Customer 
Service Officers (CSOs) employed in Medical Records at the Royal Hobart Hospital (RHH). 
 
[2] Mr K Tyson appeared for the CPSU and Mr T Jacobson for the HSU1, both representing 
the applicants.  Mr P Baker and Mr R Hitchcock appeared for the Minister. 
 
[3] The Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award (the award) was 
made following proceedings in matter T13228 of 2008. 
 
[4] The award restructuring process amalgamated the State Service “four stream” 
classification structures.  The Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award 
of 2009 provides for resolution of disputes with respect to the translation of classifications. 
At Appendix 1- Translation Arrangements, clause 1(a)(iii) it states: 

 
“Reclassification of a substantive level as a result of the Review is regarded 
as a translation change…..”  

 
[5] In subsequent matters T13394 and T13411 of 2009, the full bench confirmed the 
process to be followed should a dispute arise.  The following is the process agreed between 
the parties and endorsed by the Commission for the resolution of disputes arising from 
classification translations:  
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“CLASSIFICATION RESOLUTION PROCESS 

 
The process to resolve classification disputes arising from the introduction of 
Tasmanian State Service Award (TSSA) and the Health and Human Services 
(Tasmanian State Service) Award (H&HS(TSS)A) is detailed below.   
 
This process is to be followed by all agencies.  It supplements the Review 
Process of those awards and completes the procedure to resolve disputes 
lodged with the Tasmanian Industrial Commission (TIC).   
 
This process has been agreed by the public sector unions and endorsed by the 
TIC. 
 
1. An employee who lodges a dispute with the TIC regarding the 

classification of their assigned duties is to provide: 
 

(i) The current Statement of Duties (SOD); 
(ii) A completed Form 5 - Job Evaluation Questionnaire; and 
(iii) The response to the request for a reclassification provided by the 

Agency during the internal Review Process. 
 
2. The Agency is to provide the TIC, with copies to the relevant unions and 

the PSMO, with the following within 5 working days of receiving 
notification of the dispute by the TIC: 

 
(i) the current SOD; and 
(ii) an explanation for the classification of the assigned duties, 

including reasons for rejecting the employee’s claim. 
 
3. The TIC, in consultation with the parties, will determine a date for 

hearing that allows for a conference to be conducted by the Public 
Sector Management Office (PSMO) before the hearing date. 

 
4. The PSMO will convene a conference of the parties to the dispute to 

clarify the matters that are not agreed in an attempt to resolve the 
dispute. 

 
5. Full disclosure by the parties of all the particulars of the dispute is 

required for the PSMO conference.  Witness statements, if available are 
to be provided at the PSMO conference. 

 
6. A notification of a dispute may be made by an individual employee as a 

representative of a group of employees who are classified according to 
the same generic SOD.  The outcome of this dispute is to be applied 
uniformly to employees in the group with the same work value.   When 
notifying a dispute that may affect similar employee(s) the details of the 
employees affected are to be provided.   

 
7. The outcome of a dispute by an individual employee, which results in 

duties being reclassified, is to be applied to other employees within the 
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same work group with the same generic SOD from the same operational 
date, regardless of whether those employees lodged a dispute 
application for reclassification. 

 
8. The outcome of a dispute may have implications for other employees. 

The effects on other employees are to be examined for job design 
consequences.  An employee(s) whose duties are reclassified as a result 
of a dispute process is regarded as being part of the translation process 
of the awards and is to be translated accordingly from the date a revised 
workplace restructure and/or classification occurs.  

 
9. An employee who intends to lodge a dispute with the TIC as a result of a 

review of a SOD conducted by the State Service Commissioner (SSC), is 
to do so within 14 calendar days of either: 

 
(i) receiving advice from SSC that the SOD is as determined by the 

Agency; or 
(ii) receiving advice from the Agency that the SOD has been altered to 

comply with the SSC’s recommendation and/or determination and 
assessed against the classification descriptors. 

 
10. Witness statements, if required to support a claim, are to be provided 

for the PSMO conference.  The relevance of the material and role of 
witnesses in clarifying the issues in dispute will be assessed by the 
parties, for their own purposes, in the event the dispute is unresolved 
and the matter is to proceed to the TIC.” 
 

[6] The above process provides the opportunity for an employee not satisfied with their 
translated position to pursue a claim to resolution.  All classifications have been translated 
“point to point” which ensures that there was no financial disadvantage to any employee. 
 
[7] Had there been a disagreement about the SOD, the process provides for its resolution 
to be a matter before the State Service Commissioner.  In the instant matter however the 
SOD is agreed by both parties. 
 
[8] There were in fact two SODs presented as evidence for the CSO position.  One dated 
April 2009 was submitted with the application and another dated September 2009 was later 
presented with other documentation prior to hearing.  It was acknowledged by both parties 
that both SODs were the same in content but the former was a draft and the latter a final 
document. 
 
[9] As a point of contention however the April SOD indicated the nominated “Stream” was 
“Band 3 (transitional)” while in the September document the nominated Stream showed 
“general”. The former document showed the Level to be “Range 1 (transitional)” while the 
latter showed the Level to be “Band 2”.  The difference is not material given concurrence on 
the duties. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
[10] In the translation process the previous Band 3 was translated “point to point” to the 
new Band 2. 
 
[11] Ms Tyson sought to have the classification of the CSOs located at the RHH translated 
to Band 3 and not Band 2 as deemed by the Agency.  She asserted the work undertaken by 
the CSOs is more accurately described by Band 3 descriptors as opposed to those of Band 2. 
 
[12] The CSOs in question work in the Patient Information Management Service (PIMS) of 
DHHS.  The Digital Medical Records system (DMR) was progressively installed from 2006.  
DMR is a data base application.  (I am advised that the correct terminology for the DMR 
system is “an application”).  Ms Tyson said that with the introduction of DMR the work of the 
section changed from simply compiling a single bulk file for each patient into which hard 
copy medical records were placed to a process where the records are digitised and 
electronically organised in discrete computer sub-files within the patient’s master file.  
 
[13] Ms Tyson described, in detail, the parameters which define the RHH: the large number 
of patients presenting, the range of services and the criticality of its emergency unit, all of 
which, she said, rely on the contribution made by the CSOs for speedy and accurate patient 
care.  To achieve this, she said, the CSOs perform “specialist admin duties”.1  
 
[14] She asserted the CSOs had gone through most of the process as outlined in the Award 
in attempting to resolve the instant translation dispute.  She said the last step in the 
process, that of having a meeting with the Public Sector Management Office, (PSMO), had 
not been undertaken because it was clear from the Agency’s response to Form 5 that a 
position had already been reached in the negative.  
 
[15] Form 5 is a questionnaire prepared by an employee seeking a review of their current 
job grade.  It is used to initiate an agency investigation of the particular job.  The response 
from the Agency is by way of Form 6 giving the outcome of the review addressing each of 
the classification descriptors and allotting an overall band or grade.  In the instant matter 
the Form 6 deemed the position in question to remain at Band 2. 
 
[16] Exhibit A1 contains the particular Form 6 in question.  In the detail there is a comment 
on the overall ranking and a summary: 
 

“The level of accountability, and the complexity of the role, as demonstrated 
through the process, is consistent with the classification standards for Band 
2. The primary purpose of the CSO is to ensure accurate preparation and 
scanning of medical information into the Digital Medical Record (DMR) 
system, and assisting with inquiries into accessing patient records, primarily 
from GPs and members of the public.  The role is considered routine and 
generally non-complex, and most tasks are covered within established 
guidelines. There is little requirement for individual judgement or initiative 
as the scope of the role is quite narrow, with procedures and rules governing 
the role stringently applied.  The knowledge required in the role can be 
developed ‘on the job’, and is consistent with the subject matter knowledge 
commensurate with Band 2.”   

                                                 
1 Transcript p8, L35 
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[17] Ms Tyson said the SOD expressed the requirement for specialist knowledge on the part 
of the CSO.2  She cited the SOD, Exhibit A1, in support of her claim: 
  

“ …Possess a strong knowledge of medical terminology and hospital 
processes.” 

 
[18] Further she said: 
 

“…The specialist knowledge – we claim these attributes are unique to 
recording and filing of patient health information.  These things are only 
relevant to the hospital size of the Royal Hobart Hospital.  Without that 
specialist knowledge, we claim the work cannot be performed to the 
standards set down by the department.”3 

 
[19] She argued that the specialist knowledge of the CSOs: 
 

 “…ensures clinicians have the appropriate documentation of a patient’s 
illness, which facilitates the provision of high quality patient care.” 

 
[20] Ms Tyson referred to the “specialist and critical nature” of the work performed.4  She 
said that DMR brought with it a range of complexities unique to the process which had to be 
adjusted by the CSOs.  She asserted that the manipulation or adjustment of the computer 
application sat comfortably within the Band 3 descriptors whereas the Band 2 descriptors 
limited the employee’s involvement to “applying work practices”.  She argued that the user 
manual referred to as DMR Preparing and Scanning Rules had not been updated since its 
inception in 2006. 
 
[21] Clause 1(a)(ii) of Part III of the award provides a definition of “best fit” which is the 
terminology adopted for classification assessment in translation: 

 
“The job components have equal weight or effect and no description within a 
component has more importance than another.  Some descriptors, however, 
are more relevant in describing different types of work than others, and 
therefore will have more influence in classifying that work.  Naturally, not 
each and every descriptor applies to any individual job. These descriptors 
are appropriately used when particular job components and the overall 
theme or ‘feel’ of a particular Band provides the “best fit” to an employee’s 
duties. 
 
In using the descriptors it is important to consider particular organisational 
arrangements, such as the reporting relationships above and below 
specifically assigned duties.”  

 
[22] She argued that Band 3 descriptors provided the “best fit” for the work carried out by 
the CSOs. 
 

                                                 
2 Transcript p9, L10 
3 Transcript p9, L15 
4 Transcript p9, L35 
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[23] Mr Baker argued that the classification descriptors are based on the work value of the 
particular Band.  He argued further that the applicants were attempting to have semi-skilled 
employees put into a classification Band which reflects the requirements of skilled and trade 
qualified positions without the necessary prerequisites.  
 
[24] He asserted that the new system of classification introduced in 2008 recognised the 
work value of occupational groups in each classification level. 
 
[25] He said: 
 

 “…this is not about the volume of work…It is the depth of knowledge, 
together with the qualifications obtained, and the application of those skills, 
that ultimately determine the classification level.”5  

 
[26] In support of the above statement Mr Baker said: 
 

 “…We would say that level 1 is entry level, level 2 is semi skilled, level 3 is 
trade or equivalent, level 4 is diploma, and level 5 is an experienced person 
with an advanced diploma.”6  

 
[27] Mr Baker took the Commission through a series of examples equating the required 
qualifications and training to the relevant classifications.  He argued that the CSOs did not 
require formal qualifications, nor was their on-the-job training extensive.  He cited the 
example of the Certificate IV apprenticeship which consists of four years on-the-job training, 
as well as study where the apprentice emerges at the end of the time as a Band 3 
tradesman.  This, he said, illustrated the contrast in requirements of a Band 2 versus a Band 
3.  
 
[28] Mr Baker cited extracts from Part III, Clause 3 - Summary of the Differences Between 
General Stream Bands of the Award: 
 

“Band 2 undertakes multiple and diverse tasks which require some 
independent judgement in how they are performed. Performance is assessed 
by the satisfactory completion of tasks consistent with an increasing degree of 
independent management of work. 

 
… 
 

Band 3 tasks are complex and involve intricate and unrelated techniques that 
require may require (sic) qualified and specialised skills. The exercise of 
independent judgement is integral to the work and non-standard 
requirements require considerable creativity and initiative. Assistance is 
provided to a supervisor.” 

 
[29] He also put forward a view as to the quantum of training required to be a proficient 
CSO.  He said: 
 

                                                 
5 Transcript p11, L40 
6 Transcript p14, L40 
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“…we would put on the record that there is an induction period that consists 
of a two week on-the-job training period with a fellow employee…at the end 
of the two week period, there is a tick-the-box competency assessment, and 
the new employee is assigned relevant duties. 
 
Over the next three to six months the employee will continue to learn the 
nuances of the role, and somewhere between the three to six months, the 
employee is given a specific set of duties for the employee to undertake by 
themselves. And, of course, the support…continues to be there by way of 
fellow workers and/or the Team Leader.”7  

 
[30] He argued that it was unsustainable to meet the criteria for Band 3 “after two weeks of 
a buddy system and six months on-the-job training.”  
 
[31] He said the position had four main features.  He described them as follows: 
 

“On receipt of a medical file the CSOs ensure that all the records contained 
therein are the right order, paper clips removed, sticky bits of paper, other 
procedural stuff is all put together; (2) is to scan the documents into the 
computer system; (3) retrieve documents requested; and (4) attend to 
phone, fax and other inquiries.”8  

 
[32] Mr Baker acknowledged that the CSOs did have to have an understanding of both the 
hospital systems and medical terminology.  With regard to medical terminology, he asserted 
that the requirement was to recognise certain phrases and nuances associated with such 
terminology.  
 
[33] He further asserted9 that: 
 

 “…there had been no significant change in the value of work over the 
years…other than…the introduction of the computerised system.”  

 
[34] Ms Tyson argued that the CSOs’ SOD requires them to have: 
 

 “…high level of experience that they have in hospital processes and the 
length of time they’ve worked in that area, and their knowledge of legal 
terminology, that those things are, in fact, equivalent to Certificate III or 
Certificate IV in those admin processes”.10 

 
[35] Mr Smith for the applicant gave an overview of the document flow processed by the 
CSOs.  In essence he confirmed the sequence was: 
 

• Documentation is received, it could be a variety of paper. 
 

• The CSO sorts the paperwork in a way ready for formatting to be compatible 
with the computer program data input requirements. 

                                                 
7 Transcript p17, Ls30-40 
8 Transcript p17, L45 
9 Transcript p18, L30 
10 Transcript p21, L35 
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• The formatted documentation is scanned. 

 
• In the scanning process each document is categorised by either existing bar-

code or in the absence of a code by its description. 
 

• The resulting patient file is subjected to a quality assurance review, normally 
against a check list. 

 
• The patient file is filed electronically and a hard copy retained for 3 months. 

 
• After 3 months the hard copy is destroyed with a percentage of them being 

audited as another quality assurance check. 
 

[36] The CSOs rotate duties through all the tasks.  Once trained, they are expected to be 
able to perform any of the above tasks as required.  
 
[37] Mr Smith said that in the old manual paper system “anyone” could put documentation 
into the patient file.  However, with the computerised system only medical records PIMS 
staff can introduce documentation to the patient file. 
 
[38] He said initially there were only two barcodes to categorise the patient documentation, 
at the time of the site visit there were around 850.  The CSO performing the scanning 
process decides on the most appropriate category when there is no bar-code.  
 
[39] He said it could often take days to chase up an unidentified document to ensure it was 
correctly categorised, often going back to the originator for verification.  He stressed the 
urgency of being able to produce a correct, up to date file on demand for the doctor.  He 
said: 
 

 “ …they want the information, in most cases, when the patient is in the 
hospital.”11 

 
[40] Mr Smith asserted that when the computerised system was introduced in 2006 there 
was a “user manual” provided.  However as the system developed over time the user 
manual was progressively updated, but lags behind the currency of the live system.  He 
referred to it as “very much a developing process.”12  
 
[41] He said the application itself would highlight mistakes which occurred in the data entry 
process.  He referred to this as a metadata failure.  However he said rectifying such 
problems may not be straightforward.  He said often the CSOs rely on their collective 
knowledge and experience to resolve error within the data entry process.  There is an IT 
consultant within the hospital staff who is consulted if the problem is beyond the CSOs’ 
capability.  Rectifying such problems is a regular occurrence.  However if there is a failure in 
the operating system or in the application and the CSOs could not rectify it, the problem 
would be referred to the IT consultant or the supplier. 
 

                                                 
11 Transcript p43, L35  
12 Transcript p42, L10 
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[42] Ms Tyson argued that scanning was complex work because the guidelines were out of 
date. The CSOs have to investigate, interpret and apply judgement when addressing non 
standard documents. 
 
[43] Mr Smith outlined the frustration with metadata errors particularly when non bar-coded 
documents are presented from outside of the hospital.   
 
[44] He asserted that it would take a raw recruit between 12 and 18 months to become 
competent at scanning.  He described the training process: 
 

 “…I would sit the person new to the department in with someone doing 
document preparation for a period of time…then move them on to scanning 
with another person for quite a time…there’s not much good a person 
putting scanning through if they can’t fix the problems...”13  

 
[45] Ms Tyson stated that the SOD required the CSOs to assist the Team Leader in 
reviewing and evaluating the training progress of new staff.  The document is referred to as 
the DMR Competency Checklist.14  Mr Smith said if he were the CSO doing the training he 
would have a person for about two weeks at the end of which he would fill out the 
Competency Checklist.  He also asserted that CSOs are expected to supervise less 
experienced staff as directed by the Team Leader.  
 
[46] Mr Smith confirmed that the CSOs who work after hours or over weekends are not 
directly supervised. 
 
[47] He addressed exhibit A4 which is a fax request for information which had arrived at the 
reception desk.  He said when such a request is received the CSO has to decide how to best 
progress it.  If the information has already been entered and is within DMR it is a straight 
forward matter of downloading the information and sending it on.  However, should the file 
not be computerised the CSO has to physically go around to various departments where the 
data may be kept.  This could be radiology, outpatients, pathology, a ward etc.  To do this 
effectively, he said the CSOs rely on their knowledge of the hospital and their familiarity with 
medical terminology.  
 
[48] Exhibit A5 is another faxed request, but is hand written and extremely difficult to read 
as well as being peppered with abbreviations.  Such a request, Mr Smith said was not 
uncommon.  He made the point that the retrieval process was carried out with the utmost 
urgency. 
 
[49] He also confirmed that there was a formal training program offered to CSO on medical 
terminology.  The course however was not a prerequisite for the role. 
 
[50] Mr Smith confirmed, from Mr Baker’s questioning, that trainees learn “through 
watching you.”15  
 
[51] He also confirmed that if an error occurs when scanning, the application itself would 
highlight this.  However he said if, for example, admission papers are put in the wrong 

                                                 
13 Transcript p46, L25 
14 Exhibit A3 
15 Transcript p57, L35 
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sequential batch the system could not detect this. The error would be detected however at a 
later stage of the procedure.  
 
[52] Mr Smith said that in the past there were filing clerks who simply filled the various 
documents, but to do this they still needed some recognition of medical terminology.  He 
also said that the reception clerk follows the same process as they had prior to the 
introduction of DMR. 
 
[53] Under Mr Hitchcock’s cross examination Mr Smith confirmed that the user manual 
described what each screen does, step by step.  He also confirmed that there was a manual 
with approximately 850 bar codes as an aid to categorising each piece of un-coded 
paperwork to be filed.  He acknowledged that bar-coding assisted with the scanning process 
and that scanning was a data entry procedure. 
 
[54] Mr Smith acknowledged, with respect to operation of medical records, that: 
 

“I would say it’s far more efficient, and less manual handling is required 
obviously.”16 

 
[55] He disputed Mr Hitchcock’s assertion that new employees can work on a stand alone 
basis after only 8 weeks of “buddy” training.  He acknowledged that there was not a formal 
training program for new recruits, only the look-and-see of the buddy system. 
 
[56] Ms Tyson sought to confirm with Mr Smith that in completing the evaluation checklist 
with new trainees there was an element of supervision.   He agreed.  
 
[57] Mr Smith confirmed that he was invited to “sit” with a business analyst to evaluate 
some of the DMR processes. He said: 
 

 “…We were asked to attend on the basis that we knew and understood what 
was required to back-scan old documents.”17 

 
[58] Expanding on this theme he said:  

 
“…the back-scanning function wasn’t working, so we told Mark…the IT 
consultant…he asked me would I…write a document…explaining why it 
wasn’t working and suggesting how it would work.”18 

 
[59] Mr Wickham, a witness for the applicants and Team Leader, said that the CSO conduct 
training with new staff and that they and he complete the competency checklist together.  
Should there be a performance issue, he would address that directly with the trainee.  
 
[60] He asserted, with respect to the judgement exercised by the CSOs: 
 

 “…they have significant judgement because we require that.  I mean, they 
have to be dealt with in a timely and often urgent manner, and that’s just 
part of the knowing the system of the hospital and the forms and everything 

                                                 
16 Transcript p64, L40 
17 Transcript p71, L35 
18 Transcript p72, L25 
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else, and the jargon to go with that is part of answering any inquiries from 
anybody outside.”19  

 
[61] Mr Wickham also assessed that it would take 12 months to have a new CSO “totally 
independent” in performing the whole range of duties. 
 
[62] Mr Wickham acknowledged that the “timely and urgent” requests had to be dealt with 
regardless of DMR.  He said the important issue was to know where to retrieve the required 
information.  He said further in response to Mr Hitchcock’s question:  

 
“So you interpret information in the course of your duties as a CSO?------ 
Absolutely.”20 

 
[63] And he said: 
 

“….And the documentation?---Yes. But sometimes the doctors are - don’t 
actually know how to put – how to ask for it, so we interpret that by what 
the patient had been there for.”21 

 
[64] Further Mr Wickham goes on to say: 
 

“…There’s a lot of investigation on behalf on (sic) the clinicians as 
well…which needs a lot of knowledge of the – clinical knowledge, if you like 
to say it, behind you, to know where to find it or what you’re actually 
looking for.”22 

 
[65] Ms Tyson sought to compare the requirements of the CSO role with the Band 3 
descriptors as expressed in the Award.  She addressed the “Focus” element of the 
descriptors where she argued that CSOs were required to “adjust the practices and problem 
solve with the metadata fail list.”23  She also argued that in accordance with this descriptor, 
the CSOs were required to assist Team Leaders in supervising less experienced employees.  
She said there are no such requirements of Band 2.  She said the CSOs trained new 
employees and made recommendations as to their competence to the Team Leader.  She 
also argued that the CSOs were obliged to go off site to train ward clerks at St John’s Park 
Hospital. 
 
[66] Ms Tyson said the CSOs were required to provide recommendations to the Team 
Leader on DMR procedures.  
 
[67] She said the SOD requires the CSOs to interpret and respond to requests for medical 
information in accordance with various legislative directives.  This, she said, aligns with Band 
3.  Further, the requirement for CSOs to have “well developed, interpersonal and 
communication skills”, she said, aligns with Band 3.  
 
 
 
                                                 
19 Transcript p75, L30 
20 Transcript p77, L45 
21 Transcript p78, L15 
22 Transcript p79, L10 
23 Transcript p85, L5. 
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[68] Ms Tyson said:  
 

“…the Team Leader PIMS requires CSOs to provide regular feedback to 
lesser qualified staff or experienced staff on the DMR competency checklist 
and other system functions of the work area…Mr Smith has already 
demonstrated the fax request examples, the scanning process and the 
trouble shooting and the fact that they rarely seek support from the 
supervisor…CSOs are required to exercise independent judgement in 
practices to be applied in the area, and that these duties require some 
creativity and initiative to provide options to satisfy non standard 
requirements.”24  

 
[69] Further she cited the SOD: 
  

“The work has significant influence on the effective operation of the work 
unit including client, stakeholder and public perception regarding program or 
service delivery.”  

 
[70] Ms Tyson referred to the Band 3 descriptor “Responsibility for Outcomes”.  She again 
cited the SOD: 
 

“…Problem solve and rectify metadata failures in relation to scanning, 
processing and maintaining the DMR” 

 
[71] She said that at the site visit it was demonstrated that more often than not the CSOs 
conduct the above without reference to the Team Leader.  
 
[72] Mr Hitchcock argued that the agreed SOD reflects the duties of the CSOs and that no 
other duties beyond the SOD were identified.  Further he argued that the applicant was 
“cherry picking” particular words and phrases and applying them out of context.  He said the 
Agency asserted that such “cherry picking” was inconsistent with the principles of award 
interpretation and inconsistent with the classification structure and assessment guidelines. 
 
[73] He said of the practice where more experienced staff “train” new recruits: 
 

“…..the advice provided by staff members to new and less experienced 
workers in respect of the description or classification of unfamiliar 
documents is part of a process of familiarisation with workplace duties and 
responsibilities in which all staff are expected to participate…it is not a form 
of structured training and the more experienced staff do not provide any 
formal training to newcomers…It is recognised by all parties that the duties 
of the position…do not require formal training to ensure an adequate level of 
competence at the level of work required.”25 

 
[74] He argued that the assistance required of the CSOs in support of the Team Leader did 
not extend beyond their competence level at Band 2.  He said the support goes to 

                                                 
24 Transcript p87, L25 
25 Transcript p89, L40 
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identifying anomalies in documentation and coding as well as system failures in the day to 
day operation. 
 
[75] He said, with regard to issues arising through errors in the scanning process, the CSOs’ 
participation in problem solving was part of the operating system. 
 
[76] He addressed the CSOs’ participation in the “quality control” function as being non-
complex and where a complex matter does arise, it is the role of the Team Leader to resolve 
it.  He said the clerical and administrative functions required to exercise quality control are 
prescribed in the Australian National Standards supplemented by hospital guidelines and do 
not exceed the data entry skills of Band 2. 
 
[77] He noted that the Band 2 descriptor requires knowledge and expertise consistent with 
qualifications recognised at Certificate III or equivalent. 
 
[78] He asserted that the applicants’ argument was focussed on the introduction of DMR in 
2006 and the subsequent manner with which the CSOs carried out their tasks.  He argued 
other than scanning in records into a computing system the work had not changed.  He 
argued that the preparation in sorting documentation for scanning was no more complex 
than in the past. 
 
[79] Mr Hitchcock said:  
 

“The actual scanning of the documents is clearly a process requiring diligence, 
concentration and the practical application of knowledge gained in the course 
of employment, but can only be characterised as largely routine data entry 
work…”26  

 
[80] Mr Hitchcock reiterated the extensive process followed by the Agency in reviewing 
alleged transitional anomalies once the new award was implemented in 2009, outlined 
earlier.  He also reiterated that the process followed concentrated on the inherent 
requirements of the role to evaluate the classification.  He said the process precluded any 
unique personal attributes demonstrated by an incumbent which were not required in the 
normal execution of the role. 
 
[81] He also warned against attempting to match words in the SOD with words in the 
descriptor without contextual consideration.  He noted Bands 1 to 3 cater for work which is 
task orientated.  Bands 4 to 6 focus on maintenance and modification of systems and 
processes and Bands 7 and 8 have a broader agency or government perspective.  Bands 9 
and 10 involve the application of specialist skills with significant strategic and policy impact. 
 
[82] He addressed the “best fit” concept where he cited the award at Part III, 1(a)(ii): 
 

“The job components have equal weight or effect and no description within a 
component has more importance than another...and the overall theme or feel 
of a particular band provides the ‘best fit’ to an employee’s duties.” 

 
[83] He argued that in the instant matter it was clear in the mind of the assessors that the 
work of the CSOs was Band 2 which reflects the “best fit”. 
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FINDINGS 
 
Introduction 
 
[84] Neither party educed evidence to show that the descriptors for the previous Band 3 
and the translated Band 2 differed in any way.  The only process open to the Commission is 
to evaluate the SOD against the current Bands 2 and 3 descriptors.  It should be noted that 
this exercise has already been conducted in great depth by the Agency and, it is understood, 
by the unions independently.  It is also important to note that the scope of the SOD has 
been agreed by both parties. 
 
[85] The Commission conducted a site visit as part of the process in better understanding 
the CSO role and the environment in which they function. 
 
[86] Mr Baker asserted that other than the introduction of DMR there has been no material 
change to the CSO’s role.  Indeed this was confirmed by the applicants’ witnesses.  
Fundamentally the only change to the CSO’s function is the computerisation of the filing 
system and the process of its introduction.   
 
[87] The Form 6 for the instant position succinctly defines the overall role of the CSO: 

 
“…The primary purpose of the CSO is to ensure accurate preparation and 
scanning of medical information into the Digital Medical Record (DMR) 
system, and assisting with inquiries into accessing patient records…” 

 
[88] With this said, everything else carried out by the CSO is done to achieve this outcome 
in a timely and accurate manner. 
 
[89] I propose to address the elements presented by the applicants in support of their claim 
that the CSO’s role better aligns with Band 3 descriptors than those of Band 2.  
 
SIZE OF RHH 
 
[90] Reference was made to the physical size of the RHH, the number of patients and the 
criticality of the care they receive and how the “specialist admin duties” of the CSOs 
contribute to “speedy and accurate” patient care.  In the same context Ms Tyson referred to 
the “specialist knowledge” as being “unique” to the RHH, because of its size.  
 
[91] The size, range of services and criticality of the RHH medical care is purely the 
environment within which the CSOs work.  It has, in my view, no impact on the qualification 
or the fundamental knowledge and skill required of the role.  The environment is more likely 
to impact on the number of CSO positions required to effectively process a large workload. 
 
[92] Further the purpose of the CSO role is to receive, sort and file data and subsequently 
retrieve the data for use at a later date.  It would be reasonable for one to accept that the 
management of patient files would be required in any hospital and is not unique to RHH, 
regardless of size.  DMR utilised at RHH is a data collection process, in other words a filing 
system.  The process may be different from elsewhere, but the purpose is the same.  
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QUALIFICATIONS 
 
[93] I turn to the more general argument with respect to the Expertise descriptor.  The SOD 
does not stipulate any formal qualification as an entry requirement.  In fact under the 
heading Essential Qualifications in the SOD the requirements are deemed “not applicable”.  
The Band 2 descriptor, Expertise, specifies “knowledge and expertise consistent with 
qualifications recognised at Certificate III level…” The descriptor does not stipulate the need 
for a complete Certificate III. 
 
[94] As asserted by Mr Baker, Band 3 is seen as the appropriate level for post 
apprenticeship tradesmen who have completed four years of structured training and must 
have formal qualifications.  This was not refuted by the applicants.  By contrast the CSOs 
are trained initially on a two week program then progressively over a number of months and 
have no requirement for formal qualifications. 
 
[95] The SOD clearly fits best with the Band 2 Expertise descriptor.  
 
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 
 
[96] Ms Tyson asserted that the SOD requires the CSOs to have “specialist knowledge” of 
medical terminology.  In fact the SOD requires an incumbent to possess a “strong” 
knowledge of medical terminology.  It is noted that there is no requirement of a CSO to 
attain any formal certification as to the depth of their knowledge in this area.  No minimum 
requirement of understanding medical terminology is required of the CSOs or indeed 
inferred.  
 
[97] Although a training session in medical terminology was conducted by the Agency, it 
was not compulsory for the CSOs to attend.  This in itself must indicate that the Agency is 
comfortable that the CSOs become familiar with a sufficient vocabulary of medical 
terminology during the initial training process and as they go about their daily routines. 
 
[98] Ms Tyson asserted that the purported “specialist knowledge...ensures clinicians have 
the appropriate documentation of a patient’s illness.”  In my view, it is the responsibility of 
the clinician to ensure he or she requests the appropriate paperwork.  One must ask when is 
a CSO deemed to have “specialist knowledge”  - after the two weeks training or five years in 
the role?  There is no definitive answer; it is a matter specific to the individual’s capacity.                   
 
[99] I have no doubt that the more developed a CSO’s medical vocabulary, the quicker and 
more accurate the service to customers will be.  However, absent any formal requirement, it 
is clear from the SOD that the acquisition of this knowledge is expected to progressively 
occur over the lifetime of an employee’s tenure as a CSO.  It follows that “specialist 
administrative and clerical” knowledge is not required in the area of medical terminology, 
more a broader recognition of terms acquired by exposure over time.  
 
[100] The required expertise in this area fits comfortably within the Band 2 descriptor. 
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HOSPITAL PROCESSES 
 
[101] Ms Tyson argued that the SOD required CSOs to have a high level of experience in 
hospital processes and a knowledge of legal terminology and that these skills were 
equivalent to Certificate III or IV.  
 
[102] The SOD in fact requires under Focus of Duties and (4) Reception for the CSO to: 
 

“Possess a strong knowledge of…hospital processes.” 
 

[103] It is not a requirement that the CSO must have “a high level of experience” in 
hospital processes as described by Ms Tyson.  Similar to the requirements for knowledge of 
medical terminology, there is no certification as to the level of knowledge of hospital 
processes or a minimum standard set.  And as with medical terminology it appears 
acceptable to the Agency that knowledge of hospital processes is gained over time, by 
exposure to such processes. 
 
[104] The SOD also dictates under Focus of Duties a CSO must be cognisant of; 
 

“At all times duties must be carried out within the legal requirements relating 
to strict patient confidentiality.” 
 

[105] And under (4) Reception, a CSO is required to respond to customer requests: 
 

“…in accordance with Freedom of Information, Personal Information 
Protection legislation and State Service Confidentiality policies…” 
 

[106] There is no stipulation in the SOD, beyond understanding the various legislative 
requirements, for a CSO to have a “knowledge of legal terminology.”  Every role in the 
hospital system is governed by various legislative frameworks.  In the main employees need 
to have an understanding of what is required of them, not a knowledge of legal terminology 
beyond that. 
 
[107] Ms Tyson educed no evidence to substantiate her assertion that the aforementioned 
experience was equivalent to a Certificate III or IV. 
 
[108] As with medical terminology the Band 2 descriptor Expertise fits more appropriately 
with the requirements of the CSO than does Band 3. 
 
TRAINING 
 
[109] The training received by the CSOs is empirical.  It was acknowledged by both parties 
that the CSOs learn the majority of the role by observing other employees performing 
specific tasks and beyond that progressively through experience.  There was no agreement 
as to the length of training required to become a competent CSO.  Opinions on the length of 
training required ran from 2 to 18 months.  The duration of training being dependent upon 
the individual’s capacity to absorb knowledge and the range of tasks the trainee is exposed 
to. 
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[110] I cite the Band 2 Expertise descriptor: 
 

“…As knowledge and experience is gained in understanding relevant systems 
and procedures independent management of workload increases.”  

 
[111] This statement perfectly describes Mr Smith’s depiction of the training process a CSO 
undertakes. He stated: 
 

“…I would sit that person new to the department in with someone doing 
document preparation for a period of time, till they had a good understanding 
of that, and then move them on to scanning, but they would be scanning with 
another person for quite some time, because they have to reach a level where 
– there’s not much good a person putting scanning through if they can’t fix 
the problems that appear…”27 

 
[112] Band 3 Expertise descriptor requires the incumbent to apply: 
 

“…Precise, intricate and unrelated practices and methods to resolve 
operational issues…” 

 
[113] The CSO follows a well documented process to perform their tasks.  The practices 
and methods are not unrelated, nor can they be described as intricate.  It is acknowledged 
that the introduction and development of DMR is a work in progress, but nevertheless there 
is a documented process to be followed, albeit not fully developed. 
 
[114] The expertise requirements of the CSOs fit best with the Band 2 Expertise descriptor. 
 
ASSIST TEAM LEADER - TRAINING 
 
[115] Ms Tyson stated that the SOD at (6) Assist Team Leader requires the CSOs to assist 
the Team Leader in reviewing and evaluating the training progress of new staff.  At (5), 
Staff Training and Support for New Staff, the SOD does stipulate that a CSO is expected to: 
 

“Support the training of new and existing staff in tasks relating to this 
position….” 
 

[116] And again at (6) Assist the Team Leader the expectation of the  CSO is that: 
 
“Assistance provided to the Team Leader to ensure staff are provided with 
support/advice in relation to level of expertise.” 

 
[117] There is no evidence that either of these statements requires the CSO, if capable, to 
go beyond being observed carrying out a particular task. 
 
[118] Although not stipulated in the SOD, evidence showed that the more competent CSOs 
were expected to “buddy” new employees through their initial two week induction and 
provide feedback to the Team Leader of that person’s capability by way of a competency 
checklist.  
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[119] The buddy system follows a “do as I do” routine.  The CSOs carry out their normal 
tasks while being observed.  There was no evidence educed to show that the CSOs required 
special training to perform this activity such as “train the trainer” or that they work beyond 
their acknowledged capacity.  
 
[120] One must ask the question, at what point in a CSO’s career is he or she expected to 
participate in the buddy system?  Since there is no particular point in time nominated for a 
CSO to be fully trained, it follows that to allow a CSO to “buddy” a new employee relies on 
the Team Leader’s judgement.  The same logic would apply with respect to the CSO 
providing “assistance to the Team Leader to ensure staff are provided with support/advice in 
relation to level of expertise”.   
 
[121] It follows that CSOs would only participate in “Team Leader support” if they have the 
capability.  I have sympathy with Mr Hitchcock’s assertion that the support provided to the 
Team Leader is “within their capacity level.”  
 
[122] The Band 3 descriptor, Context and Framework, requires, at that level, employees 
“…assist Team Leaders to supervise less experienced staff…” There is nothing in the SOD 
that requires a CSO to “supervise” a less experienced colleague.  Although Mr Smith 
asserted that in filling out the new staff DMR Competency Checklist he was supervising the 
staff.  I disagree.  In fact Mr Wickham asserted it was he, the Team Leader, who, in 
conjunction with the CSO, completed the checklist. 
 
[123] There is no evidence that the CSOs assisting the Team Leader are accountable for the 
output, quality or accuracy of the particular CSO being trained.  It follows that the CSOs 
assisting the Team Leaders are not supervisors, but aides in a task. 
 
[124] The SOD does not fit the Band 3 descriptors for the Team Leader support activity. 
 
[125] Additionally Ms Tyson asserted that the CSOs were required to go to St John’s Park 
Hospital to train ward clerks.  She did not expand on this nor give any indication of what 
such training entailed.  On the other hand the Agency did not refute the comment.  I draw 
no conclusion from her statement or the Agency’s lack of response. 
 
ASSIST THE TEAM LEADER - GENERAL 
 
[126] With respect to CSOs assisting the Team Leader beyond the training function, it was 
clear from evidence both verbal and educed on the site visit that there is much interchange 
of ideas and advice within the section between CSOs and with the team leader.  By the task-
orientated nature of the work it is not surprising that experience is shared freely amongst 
the incumbents.  From evidence the majority of the interchange occurs around the scanning 
activity required of DMR, although it is acknowledged that CSOs share experiences in most if 
not all other aspects of their role. 
 
[127] As mentioned above, I have some sympathy with Mr Hitchcock’s assertion that the 
assistance provided by the CSOs to the team leader is within their competency level.  With 
DMR, the CSOs have identified shortcomings as the package has evolved.  It is not 
uncommon that operatives, being the users of an application, are best placed to identify 
problems.  This would extend in this instance to documentation and coding as well as 
inefficient system performance.  They may indeed even recommend a solution to the 
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particular problem.  This I see as being part of their every day role.  It was acknowledged 
that any changes to the operating system or changes to the functionality of the application 
would fall to an IT professional or the suppliers. 
 
[128] Notwithstanding this position, it is acknowledged that individual CSOs have 
contributed much to the development of DMR because of their individual skill or interest. 
 
[129] The Band 3 descriptor Focus specifically requires the CSO to provide assistance to the 
Team Leader in supervision.  The equivalent descriptor for Band 2 requires that the 
employee  “provides routine advice, support and assistance to work team.”  As addressed 
before I do not see the CSOs performing a supervisory role. 
 
[130] The SOD more clearly reflects the requirements of Band 2. 
 
DMR 
 
[131] As described above, DMR is a filing application introduced in 2006 as an improvement 
to the efficiency of filing and retrieving data captured in patient files.  It is not uncommon 
when a computerised application of any type is introduced that there is a phase of “de-
bugging” the system.  There is also a parallel phase where the users of the application 
critique its functionality, from which improvements are suggested and often incorporated in 
the final product.  When DMR eventually settles down it will be one of many tools used by 
the CSOs.  
 
[132] From evidence, the main issue with DMR is identification of input documents, the 
scanning activity and the functionality of some aspects of the application. 
 
[133] Ms Tyson asserted that the CSOs had to continually “manipulate and adjust” the DMR 
to make it function properly.  She said DMR brought “complexities unique to the process” 
which had to be addressed by the CSOs.  Mr Smith said the application would highlight 
errors which then had to be rectified by the CSOs, referred to as “metadata” failures.  Any 
“manipulating or adjusting” the CSOs perform is within the limitation of the DMR application 
and they are done with the guidance, in the first instance, of the metadata failure function.  
 
[134] Mr Smith also gave a detailed description of his interchange with the IT professionals 
with regard to a particular failure in the system.  He said he gave them suggestions as to 
how the application should work.  
 
[135] These activities, Ms Tyson said, fitted within Band 3 descriptors and beyond “applying 
work practices” as is required of Band 2.  I disagree, as stated above in dealing with DMR 
the CSOs are applying work practices, they have no freedom beyond the capability of the 
application.  
 
[136] The descriptor Context and Framework differ in a significant way.  Both require the 
incumbent to perform: 
 

 “…interpretation, modification or adjustment of accepted practices, methods 
or standards…”  

 
[137] In Band 2 this activity “…may be required to achieve specific outcomes.” In Band 3 
the activity “…is routinely required to achieve specific outcomes.” 
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[138] This Band 3 descriptor, in my view, is aimed at the tradesman or the like who are 
routinely confronted with situational problems across the spectrum of their role and are 
expected to adapt to get an outcome. The CSO on the other hand, in the main has a very 
structured process to follow to achieve the outcomes required. Even when managing to work 
out the solution to a problem with DMR, that process then becomes routine. 
 
[139] Ms Tyson argued that the “specialist” skills were required of the CSOs, in part 
because the user manual for DMR had not been updated since its original introduction.  Mr 
Smith on the other hand asserted that the user manual was continually updated, but lagged 
behind the actual features of the application at any one time.  
 
[140] With the introduction of DMR, the CSOs are indeed required to interpret, modify and 
adjust particular aspects of the process, within the framework of the application, to be able 
to enter data on occasions.  However as the application is “de-bugged” this aspect of the 
data entry process will diminish.  Again, given the differential in expertise across the CSOs, 
it follows that reliance on colleagues and the Team Leader will vary with expertise. I accept 
the CSOs have contributed much to making DMR a usable application, but they have done so 
within the limit of their individual capacity.  I also accept that there may be CSOs who do 
contribute beyond the requirements because of a particular talent with computer 
applications.  
 
[141] However the requirement of the SOD best fits Band 2. 
 
COMPLEXITY 
 
[142] Witnesses for the applicants argued that the role of CSO was complex.  They gave 
examples such as “chasing up an unidentified document…” and addressing poorly written 
faxes or faxes peppered with acronyms and abbreviations.  They stressed that they often 
had to contact the originator of the request to seek verification.  Comment was also made 
that knowing where to locate documents, in the paper system, was also complex. 
 
[143] The essence of any medical communication must be accuracy.  In taking “no 
chances” with paperwork by referring ambiguity to the originator, the CSOs are ensuring one 
of the basic requirements of the role.  Although the route may be time consuming and even 
tortuous at times it is a defined procedure.  Knowing how to deduce where particular 
documentation is filed would get progressively easier with experience, but it does not reflect 
a complexity.  I do not accept these aspects of the role are complex. 
 
[144] The Band 2 Focus descriptor is more closely aligned with the SOD than that of Band 
3, the CSO work in the main is non complex and routine.  
 
INDEPENDENCE AND JUDGEMENT  
 
[145] Ms Tyson argued that completing the training checklist required judgement. From 
evidence, completing the training checklist was a joint exercise between the CSO and the 
Team Leader. Regardless, the issue would be whether the trainee can either do the task 
assessed or not, little if any judgement would be required.  She said that because the CSOs 
rarely seek support from the Team Leader this demonstrates judgement and independence.  
There was no substantive evidence to indicate how much or how little the CSOs as an entity 
relied on the Team Leader.  The Judgement descriptor for Band 2 states: 
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“Independent decision-making and initiative regarding the planning and 
completion of tasks and achievement of outcomes is expected to increase 
with experience.” 
 

[146] In my view the above statement is precisely what the CSOs are doing. 
 
[147] It was stated that when the CSOs work overtime or over weekends they do so 
unsupervised, consequently demonstrating independence and judgement. I do not accept 
this position. From discussions during the site visit the CSOs have the capacity to seek 
advice and direction at anytime they are working, whether directly supervised or not.  
 
[148] It was also stated that when a request comes to the Reception Desk the CSO on duty 
has to make a judgement as to how the request will be answered.  Mr Wickham stated that 
the CSOs have “significant” judgement because they need to know hospital practices, the 
various forms and the “jargon” when responding to a query.  Again I refer to the Judgement 
descriptor of Band 2 where, in my view the CSOs’ actions match this requirement. 
 
[149] The Judgement descriptor for Band 3 states: 
 

“Exercise independent judgement in practices, methods and standards to be 
applied, and the planning and timing required to complete complex, diverse 
tasks.” 

 
[150] The content of this descriptor is not required of the CSO.  The CSOs follow a well 
documented, well practised process from the receipt of documentation to satisfying a 
request for such documentation. 
 
[151] The same descriptor also states: 
 

“Creativity and initiative required to provide options, recommendations and 
solutions to satisfy non-standard requirements.” 

 
[152] For the vast majority of the CSO’s work he or she follows a routine in which there is 
little need for the content of this paragraph to be applied.  In the main, the CSO receives a 
request for data and follows a standard procedure to locate the information.  With the 
introduction of DMR the CSO is expected to address any errors following a recognised 
process and, where the error cannot be rectified locally, there are other resources to call 
upon.   
 
[153] I agree with Mr Hitchcock’s assessment of the work done by CSOs when he said:  
 

“The actual scanning of the documents is clearly a process requiring diligence, 
concentration and the practical application of knowledge gained in the course 
of employment, but can only be characterised as largely routine data entry 
work…”28  

 
[154] In my view the witnesses and possibly the applicants have misconstrued the meaning 
of “judgement” and “independence.”  Although they persistently used the wording of the 
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Band 3 descriptor their arguments and examples did not address “judgement” or 
“independence” as contained in that particular descriptor. 
 
[155] Overall this element of the CSO role fits best with Band 2. 
 
INTERPRETATION 
 
[156] Mr Wickham in his evidence stated that CSOs interpret information in the course of 
their routine duties.  He argued that this was necessary because “…sometimes the doctors 
are - don’t actually know how to put (it)…” and as a result the CSO has to interpret what 
ailment the patient presented with to establish what files were required.  There was no 
evidence educed to support this position other than Mr Wickham’s.  It was made clear during 
evidence and at the site visit that the CSO always has the option to clarify precise 
requirements with the person requesting the data. 
  
[157] The SOD requires the CSO manning Reception to “receive, interpret and respond” to 
requests for information. In my view the “interpretation” is to ensure that the CSOs fully 
understand the requirements of the request and is not to put their own view of what the 
requestor wants. 
 
[158] In an environment where accuracy is fundamental to good health care I find it 
difficult to accept CSOs regardless of their years of experience and good intentions, second 
guessing medical practitioners’ needs. 
 
[159] The relevant descriptor in both Bands 2 and 3 refer to “interpretation” in the context 
of planning and completing tasks, not in deducing what a requestor requires beyond their 
actual request. 
 
[160] I believe evidence was given in the wrong context regarding interpretation.  
 
[161] The descriptor Context and Framework of Band 2 states: 
 

“Some interpretation, modification or adjustment of accepted practices, 
methods or standards may be required to achieve specific outcomes” 
 

[162] In dealing with everyday tasks the CSO is not “routinely” required to exercise this 
descriptor as required by Band 3, the role falls best into Band 2 for this descriptor. 
 
INTERPERSONAL 
 
[163] Ms Tyson argued that a CSO requires to have “well developed” interpersonal and 
communications skills which aligned with the Band 3 descriptor.  
 
[164] The selection criteria incorporated into the SOD at (4) requires: 
 

“Ability to demonstrate a high level of interpersonal and communications 
skills” 
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[165] Band 3 “Interpersonal Skills” descriptor requires: 
 

“A leadership role in providing information to and liaison with clients, 
stakeholders and members of the public.” 
 

[166] The Band 2 equivalent descriptor requires: 
 

“Actively participates in…providing information and liaising with clients, 
stakeholders and members of the public.” 

 
[167] The SOD does not require the CSOs to take on leadership roles in communication 
with “customers.” The Band 2 descriptor clearly satisfies the requirements of the SOD.  
 
QUALITY CONTROL 
 
[168] Ms Tyson argued that the SOD under Quality Control and Maintenance require the 
CSOs to be “…responsible for maintaining quality control outcomes” in line with the Band 3 
descriptor, Responsibility for Outcomes. In fact the Band 3 descriptor requires that the 
employee be “…responsible for maintaining quality control of outcomes.” 
 
[169] This misquotation changes the meaning of the descriptor from the intended:  
 

• ensuring a product which meets the required standard,  
 
 to:  
 

• being responsible for the quality control process.  
 
Hence Ms Tyson’s argument around quality control and maintenance.   
 
[170] The SOD under the duty, Quality Control and Maintenance does not mention quality 
control specifically, although the words are in the heading. The wording refers to “integrity 
of clinical information”. The SOD in my view asks no more than the Band 2 descriptor, 
Responsibility for Outcomes, which requires the CSO to be: 
 
 “…Responsible for the satisfactory completion of tasks…..” 
 
[171] Although somewhat ambiguous my view is that the SOD intends the CSO to ensure 
accuracy of output, in line with the Band 2 descriptor.  
 
SUMMARY 
 
[172] It was acknowledged by the Agency, and indeed this Commission, that the role of 
CSO has significant influence on the effective provision of medical information in striving for 
excellent service delivery as expressed in the SOD. 
 
[173] I note in Mr Hitchcock’s summing up that an extensive review had taken place with 
respect to the CSOs’ classification and importantly that any “unique personal attributes 
demonstrated” by individual CSOs were precluded from the assessment.  This is an 
appropriate position to take to ensure the SOD reflects only that which is required of all the 
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CSOs. It was earlier acknowledged that individual CSOs have demonstrated personal 
attributes beyond the requirements of the SOD in contributing to “de-bug” DMR. 
 
[174] The CSOs’ range in experience is wide, from new employees who have completed 
training to long serving veterans, and all are expected to perform to a minimum level of 
competence to execute tasks.  There appears to be no differentiation across the spectrum, a 
CSO is a CSO. 
 
[175] As mentioned everyday work of the CSOs comfortably fits with Band 2 descriptors.  
 
[176] The Award provides a definition of “best fit” in deciding a particular classification 
Band.  The applicants continually described aspects of the CSO’s role in words drawn from 
the Band 3 descriptors, in most cases inaccurately, which was not helpful.  
 
[177] Other than DMR problems the tasks performed by CSOs are standard practice for 
cataloguing documents, filing and retrieving.  Dealing with DMR problems does not require 
any specialised training.  Like the rest of the CSO training it is clear dealing with DMR issues 
is a matter of applying knowledge gained to date and as with the rest of the training the 
individual becomes more adept with exposure.  
 
[178] The environment within which resolution of DMR problems lie is one which relies on 
the individual’s capability, the contribution of the other CSOs and Team Leader. There is no 
requirement for the CSO to go beyond his or her capability or knowledge. 
 
[179] The role of the CSO at RHH comfortably fits with Band 2 descriptors and is therefore 
correctly classified as Band 2, I so find.  

 
ORDER 
 
The application is dismissed, I so order. 
 
 
 
 
 
J P McAlpine  
COMMISSIONER  
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